


Ashleigh is an amazing mother and wife. She has an easy going, 
patient personailty and a great sense of humor. When “our Little’s” patient personailty and a great sense of humor. When “our Little’s” 
wake up in the morning, the first thing they always do is run and 
find “Mom” for morning snuggles. Ashleigh loves taking our kids to 
places like the zoo, pool, library or lake but also leaves time for 
lazy or creative days at home. It is obvious that Ashleigh cherishes 
time with our children. Her easy going personality makes her easy 
to talk to. Friends often gravitate toward her for advice and she 
always greets them with a nonjudgemental and humble approach. always greets them with a nonjudgemental and humble approach. 
There is no one I would rather do this beautiful life with. Watching 
Ashleigh become a mother has been one of the greatest blessings 
in my life and I can’t wait to experience the joy of welcoming 
another child together.

We are Alaska born and raised high school sweethearts     
and best friends. We love going on adventures and we 
take our family on multiple trips each year but we also 
appreciate the simplicity of making memories in our home appreciate the simplicity of making memories in our home 
in our everyday life. Parenting together brings us so much 
joy. Our marriage has grown and strengthened so much in 
our 15+ years together and we look forward to continuing 
a lifetime of love.  
Having siblings has been such an amazing blessing in our Having siblings has been such an amazing blessing in our 
lives and we’ve always wanted four or five children. 
Adoption has always been a part of our plan and we are 
more excited than ever that now is the time! We have 
been blessed with 3 sweet babies biologically and we 
can’t wait to see what God has in store for our future. 

Fun Facts About Us-
*We met at a high school football game *Taylor served 5 Yrs. in the US Air Force and deployed to Iraq *We lived in Germany for 
3 Yrs. *We’ve traveled to many countries and states *We love the Kansas City Chiefs *We both played ice hockey *We share a 
love for family, sports, sushi, coffee, and travel *We love spending time at a nearby lake with our family. *Taylor enjoys 3-D 
printing *We love Disney World *Ashleigh is a talented photographer and makes the best chocolate chip cookies 

Taylor amazes me everyday with how intentional and present he 
is as a father. When he gets home from work each day, our 
children race and greet him at the door with hugs. He loves children race and greet him at the door with hugs. He loves 
spending time with Mileigh, Andrew and Easton and he can’t wait 
to have another child to love. He is such a fun dad,  often 
giving piggy back rides to tired legs and joining in on canon balls 
at the pool. Taylor is valued and respected in his career in the 
oil and gas industry due to his exceptional work ethic. Like his 
dad, Taylor is very handy and often uses projects as teaching 
opportunities for our kids. He passes on to our children by opportunities for our kids. He passes on to our children by 
example and by teaching, the value of hard work, honesty and 
an adventurous love for life. I could not ask for a better role 
model for our children and we can’t wait to welcome and care 
for another sweet baby together.
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Teaching Andrew
how to change a tire






